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Abstract. Helping behavior is a significant part of social learning process in online games. One type of such a behavior is answering questions
in a chat. We provide a method to detect if the question asked in a chat
was answered and by whom. Proposed method is based on topic modeling for chat messages and comparison of a detected topic of question
with a topic of possible reply. We show its efficiency on chat messages
from online games.
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Introduction

Massive Multiplayer Online Games are extremely abundant source of social interactions. There are plenty of studies dedicated to exploration of altruistic or
toxic behavior [1,2,3]. Our main goal is to extract informal helping practices from
an in-game chat in an online game. In the article we address one type of helping
behavior in chat namely answering questions of other players. This work provides
an alternative and more flexible solution to earlier work on extraction questions
related to predefined game aspects [4]. Analyzing text chats is a big field for
research [5]. This paper describes some heuristic for detecting chat blocks that
may contain question–answer pair, and proposes a method that allows to mark
possible answers. Our main assumption based on the idea that a question and an
answer to it should be similar in some way. At the paper we show that closeness
of topics assigned to chat lines can serve as a measure of such similarity.
In Section 2 we describe the dataset used for experiments. Section 3 consists of
three parts. In the first part we introduce heuristics used for detecting chat blocks
which could potentially contain questions. The second part is devoted to the
dataset preparation and marking up procedure that allows us to evaluate quality
of proposed method. In the third part we report on applying Twitter LDA to infer
topics for chat lines. Inferred topics were used as measure of similarity between

questions and answers. In Section 4 we describe results of the method evaluation
on the dataset and provide some quality metrics. Section 4 also contains overall
conclusion.
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Description of data

In this work we analyze chat messages from a browser-based Massive Multiplayer
Online Strategy/Role-Playing Game (MMO Strategy/RPG) Castlot. We use
chat logs from public chat of a single server covering the period from March
to December of 2013. In total there are 366,244 messages from 5568 users. The
length of the message is limited to 200 characters.
The strategy part of Castlot gameplay involves both individual development
and collaboration with other players. This structure reflected in topics discussed
in chat.
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3.1

Text analysis
Block detection

Firstly, we try to detect blocks of messages that appear to be a question and
an answer. We assume that in most cases a question must contain question
words or/and question mark. Such messages can be detected with simple regular
expression. The second assumption is that most of the people will be thankful
for help, so we expect that the person who asks a question says “thank you”
in any form in a while after he got an answer. So we can use a list of possible
synonyms for “thank you” and check if there is a thankful message that follows
the question from the same user. In this work we assume that distance should
not exceed 30 messages. This two simple criteria provide us with a number of
messages blocks that are suspicious as containing a question-answer pair.
3.2

Test set marking

For the test purpose we consider messages from the first 40 days of the servers
period. This set consist of 149,729 messages. We extract 1517 blocks that we
suspect to contain a question-answer pair, based on assumptions described above.
Every block was manually analyzed and marked if it has an answer or not, then
every message was marked if it contains an Answer (A) to the question that
starts the block, or not (X). We found that 925 of blocks contain answers and
592 do not. Below you may find examples of blocks with marking.
EMPTY
Q Player
X Player
X Player
X Player

A:
A:
B:
A:

what will happen if I win everyone? The town is mine?
I am almost there
[PLAYER X] is here?
thx for advice

ANSWER
Q Player
X Player
A Player
X Player
3.3

A:
B:
C:
A:

And how can it be upgraded?
And then
To upgrade dignity you must accept chain of main quests
Thank you

Topic modeling

The most popular approach to topic modeling for text documents is Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [6]. However, it was developed for processing large
documents. The chat consist from a number of short messages and differs from
traditional datasets that LDA was developed to deal with. The similar issue rises
when analyzing Twitter or other short message-based social media. One of the
solutions to address this issue is Twitter-LDA algorithm [7], a modification of
LDA for short-length messages.
We apply Twitter-LDA with 20 topics to our dataset. As a result it provides
us with one topic assigned to every message line in chat.

Fig. 1. Topics distribution between messages types

Since we have marked the dataset we can compare topics distribution between
different types of messages. On fig. 1 you may find such distribution among
the questions (Q), answers (A) and messages that are neither questions, neither
answers (X) in detected blocks of a test set. It is easy to see that the distributions
of topics between various types of messages are different.
We look at the messages and their topics and found that some of them can
be easily interpreted by human. For example, topic 5, which covers more than
15% of questions, contains discussions of interactions between players such as
PvP battles and friendship requests. Topic 19, in turn, represents messages with
help requests. In both cases, questions were mostly answered (fig. 2).

At the same time, there are other topics with a large share of questions
with answers. For example, topic 0 is characterized by the words related to ingame quests (“quest”, “dignity”, “main”). Topic 8, in turn, includes the words
characterizing interaction between players (“assault”, “castle”).
In contrast, there are topics with a low share of questions. For example, topic
2, containing greeting, or topic 3 and 6, containing pronouns and common verbs
(e.g. “you”, “are”, “she”, “know”).

Fig. 2. Topics distribution among answered and unanswered questions
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Results and Conclusions

In every possible question-answer block we check if there is a message with the
same topic as the first line of a block that we assumed to be a question. In
table 1 we provide an estimate of answered and unanswered question numbers
based on our method and based on dataset marking that we assume to be ground
truth. The accuracy of proposed method on our dataset is 68%. It is seems to
be reasonable number for such simple method.

Table 1. Quality of answer detection on test set
Block with answer
Block without answer

Same topic exists No same topic
575 (62%)
350 (38%)
141 (24%)
450(76%)

In comparison to approach described in[4] and based on GLR parser [8], our
current approach is more flexible. Structure of questions is significantly variable
and not all question can be detected using small list of strict parsing rules. In our

test set only 65 of 925 blocks that contain answers are started with a question
that can be represented in a form described in [4].
In our work we presented method of extracting questions and answers from
free-form text in chat logs based on topic modeling. The method is based on
two simple heuristics. First, it assumes that an answered question often leads to
thankful message, and the second is that the topic of a question and an answer
must be similar, or exactly the same. The suggested method shows good enough
quality to be used in a social interaction analysis of in-game communication
and helping behavior. We demonstrate that chance of question to be answered
dependents on topic. So, for technical in-game questions, there is bigger chance
to be answered in comparison to common questions. Our current work is directed
to integration of common question answering techniques with the proposed topic
modeling approach.
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